NET Force Meeting Date: September 23, 2016

Please provide a bulleted synopsis of major activities and projects in which you or your organization are engaged that you would like to share with the group.

- The Introduction to Entrepreneurship class (ENTR 1050) continues with 14 students in the fall semester.
- Entrepreneurial activities – Counseled with several clients in various stages of starting/continuing their small business; currently 12 individuals working with the SBI.
- Participated with the local SCORE Chapter, in the Hastings Career Fair on 8/1/16, promoting entrepreneurship opportunities. Approximately 50 companies were involved in the Fair.
- The SBI Incubator continues with 2 tenants, a cable manufacturer and an auction house.
- The SBI loan program completed 2 new loans for start-up businesses.
- Participated with HEDC, in promoting the upcoming Build Hastings Start-Up and Innovation Challenge starting on 9/27/2016.